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FORGOTTEN PROMISES AT HOWARD SPRINGS

Gerry Wood, Independent Member for Nelson says the Government has made promises to fix Howard Springs but seems now to have reneged on them.

Promises made by Minister Scrymgour
- Drill a new bore – not done, Government filling the Springs from a Fire Hydrant using town water.
- Catch and remove fish – not done
- Flush out springs – not done
- Clean out accumulated leaf litter – not done
- Trim trees and branches overhanging springs – not done
- Refill springs from new bore – not done

Gerry wants to know whether Government inaction will mean that once again no swimming will occur at Howard Springs this coming Dry Season.

The Friends of Howard Springs (FOTS) are now lobbying Santa Claus because they reckon they got a better chance of getting a Howard Springs Christmas present from him rather than the Government Scrooge.
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